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Welcome to AP Human Geography (AP HuG)! This course will require you to learn content and skills 
from many different disciplines including (but not limited to): geography, psychology, sociology, 
biology, statistics, and history. Because of this, you will be building and practicing skills over the 
summer required of you for the first unit rather than a generalized overview of the class (that’s too 
much). Unit 1 of AP HuG (Geography: Its Nature and Perspective) will give you foundational 
knowledge that will be applicable throughout the course. Please contact me through email 
(cvestal@wcpss.net) with any and all questions. 
 

What even is AP Human Geography? 
If you’re curious about the specific skills and content covered in the class, please visit the official 
College Board site for AP Human Geography (linked below). I’ve attached a screenshot of the 
introduction provided by College Board to give you an overview of this course “at-a-glance”. 
https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/courses/ap-human-geography/course 
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Activity #1 - MAPS! 
MAPS! Unit 1 of AP HuG focuses largely on maps (and maps are central to the class overall). You 
might be wondering, how can an entire unit focus on maps?? Below is an encyclopedic entry on 
maps. Become familiar* with this information regarding maps by reading the encyclopedic entry 
and studying the vocabulary terms included with the entry. 
 
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/map/12th-grade/ 
 

Activity #2 - Geographic Knowledge 
MORE MAPS! Maps are paramount in AP HuG. Unfortunately geographic knowledge has dwindled 
in recent years, so you all will fortify your geographic knowledge using the site below. Become 
familiar* with the following maps: 

★ Top 30 Countries by Population 
★ World Rivers 
★ World Mountain Ranges 
★ World Deserts 

You can access these maps by clicking the link below then hovering over the “World” tab. 
 
https://lizardpoint.com/geography/ 
 
*I’m actively avoiding the term “memorize” because the point of these activities is not for you to reiterate names of 
things to me when we begin class. I use the phrase “become familiar with” because these are the building blocks of 
this class and your comprehension of them will make your time in class easier and more productive - leading to 
more knowledge gained in class and a greater potential for a higher score on the AP Exam. 
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